FORTALECIENDO LOS AVANCES
Creando herramientas para la garantía del derecho a la vida familiar y comunitaria

Lineaments for the presentation of papers
During the Seminar there will be spheres for the presentation of papers and
testimonies on experiences in “Plenary tables” and “Rounds of simultaneous
presentations”.
We encourage you to send presentation proposals that are in accordance
to what is explained on the “Presentation document of the Seminar”, so we
advise you to carefully read it, specially the section “MAIN THEMES”.
The proposals will be evaluated according to the pertinence of the experience
that is proposed, their approach as regards children and Human Rights and
their potential contribution to the objectives of the Seminar.

Deadlines:
»Opening of the registration and presentation of papers: June 20th 2013.
»Closing of the registration and presentation of papers: August 20th 2013.
»The papers can be sent in Spanish, English, French and Portuguese to
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seminario2013@relaf.org.
»Please, provide the following Information together with your paper: title, name of
the author or authors (if it is an institutional presentation: name of the institution);
country; e-mail address; postal address and telephone number; summary
presentation of the author or authors or the institution (no longer than three lines).
»General format: up to 560 words and an extension of up to 2 pages size A4 in a
Word document written in font Times New Roman 12 and single-spaced is accepted.
»Recommended format for textual quotes in the body of the article: italics, last name
and name of the author, year of the edition and number of the page from which the
quote was taken.
»Format for the list of biography, if it is used:
»Books: last name and name of the author, year of publication; title, publishing house,
location.
»Journals: last name and name of the author, name of the journal, date and number,
page, location, institution/enterprise that was responsible for the publication.
»Publications and information in the internet: author, title, details of the web page
and date of publication.

